Symposium GentLevert – An Vercaemst
CHALLENGES CITIES

- Noise & air pollution
- Congestion & accessibility
- Transportation of “air”
- E-commerce
CHALLENGES CARRIERS

- Last mile increasingly expensive
  - mileage tax
  - traffic congestion
- Restricted city center accessibility
A UNIQUE POSITION TO MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
STRENGTHS

- **Convenience** through total solution
- **Consolidation** via depots in outskirts of cities
- **Flexibility** through organisation
- **Open door** through neutrality
- **Quality** through automisation / ICT
WHERE?
SOLUTIONS

CityDepot offers 3 solutions for efficient and sustainable distribution of goods to and from the inner city.
- Eco delivery & collect
- Comfort delivery & collect
- Local Hub
TRUE SUSTAINABILITY
SUSTAINABILITY

- Ecological
  - Avoid transports
  - Consolidation of volumes
  - Stock buffering
  - Green vehicles
- Social
- Economical
partner van
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